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4 Pilsner1 Wheat Beer3 Dark Beer2 Pale Ale

1 to 4 beers each. On the White and Black cards, 
all the beers are depicted, on the Free Beer 
Cards there is always only one beer with a label.

III. Beer Types
There are four beer types: Pale Ale, Dark Beer, 
Wheat Beer, and Pilsner. Of every beer type 
there are White, Black and Free Beer Cards with

eight players. You can find out more in our Pro 
Tips on bierkarten.com.

II. Players
Beer Cards is a card game for two to four play-
ers, with two packs of Beer Cards even for up to
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or White Beer Cards. If you play 1 wheat beer 
and 2 pilsner in the example above, you reach 3 
beers.

When it‘s your turn, you can play up to two Beer 
Cards by putting them face down onto the 
table. It does not matter if the cards are Black

Beer Cards. There are two Free Beer Cards on 
the table.

VII. Playing
At the beginning of the first game, you have six 
cards in your hand: two White and four Black 

3. The players turn around the Beer Cards they 
have put on the table, one after the other, and 
determine what player has reached the highest 
number of beers.
4.4. The winner gets a Beer Barrel. All played 
White and Black Beer cards are put back onto 
the corresponding deck. The Starting Card is 
passed on clockwisely, and the next round 
begins.

VI. Procedure
Every game consists of four rounds which each 
can be divided into four steps: 
1.1. You put two Free Beer Cards face up on the 
table. If there already are other Free Beer Cards 
from previous rounds, just put the two new 
cards on top of them.
2.2. Every player plays up to two Beer Cards by 
putting them on the table upside down. The 
player with the Starting Card begins, the others 
follow clockwisely. Under VI. Playing you will 
learn what cards to play.

a Beer Barrel. Whoever has the most Beer Bar-
rels at the end of the third game wins the 
match.

V. Objective
A match of Beer Cards consists of three games 
with four rounds each. In every round, the play-
ers try to reach the highest number of beers by 
playing the right cards. The round‘s winner gets

players‘ White Beer Cards, they pick up their 
own cards.
The most experienced beer drinker or the last 
match‘s winner receives the Starting Card and 
begins.

IV. Preparation
ShuffleShuffle the three decks with White Beer Cards, 
Black Beer Cards and Free Beer Cards separa-
tely. Deal four Black Beer Cards (face down) and 
two to four White Beer Cards (face up) to every 
player: two cards in the first game, three cards 
in the second game and four cards in the third 
game. When every player has seen the other
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and you play 2 Pale Ale and 3 Pale Ale, you get 7 
Pale Ale Free Beer for each of your cards and 
reach 19 beers in total.

If there are two Free Beer Cards of the same 
type on the table, both their values are added 
up if you play matching Beer Cards. If there are, 
for example, 4 Pale Ale and 3 Pale Ale Free Beer
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ample, you get 4 Pale Ale Free Beer for each of 
your cards, thus reaching 13 beers.

VIII. Same Cards
If you play two cards of the same type, you 
receive the matching Free Beer twice. If you 
play 2 Pale Ale and 3 Pale Ale in the above ex-

the cards that are dealt face up in the begin-
ning, you know your opponents‘ White Beer 
Cards. However, the Black Beer Cards are unk-
nown until they are played. Use your knowled-
ge and your opponents‘ lack thereof skillfully! 

The Free Beer Cards apply to all players who 
play matching cards. Which and how many 
cards you should play depends on the cards in 
your hand, the Free Beer Cards on the table and 
your opponents‘ playing style. If you memorise
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you get 4 Pale Ale Free Beer for your Pale Ale 
card and 2 Dark Beer for your Dark Beer card, 
thus reaching 10 beers.

VII. Playing (Continued)
If your cards match one of the Free Beer Cards, 
its value is added to your cards. If you play 3 
Pale Ale and 1 Dark Beer in the above example, 
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Put two Free Beer Cards face up on the table. 
Every player plays their best two cards and a 
third card in case of a draw. If there still is no 
clear winner afterwards, shuffle the Black Beer 
Cards and Free Beer Cards again and stage ano-
ther Showdown. The winner of the Showdown 
wins the match.

XII. Showdown
TheThe decks with Black and Free Beer Cards are 
shuffled and every player involved in the Show-
down gets four Black Beer Cards. If a player still 
has Black Beer Cards from the previous game in 
their hand, they keep them and get less new 
cards. They also keep all White Beer Cards, even 
though no new White Beer Cards are dealt. 

same amount of Beer Barrels, there is a Show-
down between them.

XI. End of the Match
At the end of the third game, the Beer Cards 
match ends and the player with the most Beer 
Barrels wins. If two or more players have the

have White or Black Beer Cards, you must keep 
them and get less new cards.

X. End of the Game
After the fourth round, a new game begins, as 
described under III. Preparation. If you still

does not have to) play one additional Beer Card 
upside down. If there is still a draw after that, 
every player involved in the draw gets a Beer 
Barrel.

IX. Draw
If two or more players reach the same number 
of beers in a round, they can agree on a draw, 
and each one of them receives a Beer Barrel. If 
they do not want that, each of them can (but


